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Basanta bilap full bengali movie

Add to Your Home Screen Tap to bring up your browser menu and Select Add to Home screen to embed JioCinema The 1973 Bengali superhit web app 'Basanta Bilap' successfully tickled the funny bones of generations of movie buffs. The film sees an ego battle between a group of four young women and men and their
rivalry that soon leads to romance, thus delivering some of the best comic sequences ever. The brilliant action of Soumitra Chatterjee and Aparna Sen accentuates the film's simple storyline. It's an out-and-out comedy with a lot of stock characters holding their own in this story with a lot of comic twists and turns. Check
out the full story hereAparna Sen's 7 most memorable Tollywood show Learn more Edit The film mainly consists of a clash between four boys and some boarding girls namely 'Basanta Bilap'. Both sides use funny tricks on each other but obviously the three boys from the group fall in love with three Basanta Bilap girls
and the story continues. Eventually leads a group of boys 'Shyam' falls in love with the leader of the girls' group 'Anuradha', and the story ends. Written by Debopriyo Nandi Plot Summary | Add Parent's Guide Synopsis: Add content advisors for parents » Bengali film industry User Reviews have gained notoriety and
great success in recent years. People have shown the same love and affection with Bengali films as they have given to the Bollywood industry. We've tried our best to give you all with some of the best Bengali comedy movies of all time. Here are some of Bengali's most famous and beloved Comedies.1. Jio JamaiJio
Jamai is a Bengali romantic comedy film released on January 10, 2020. The film is directed by Nehal Dutta and produced by Joydeb Mondal, starring Hiraan Chatterjee in the lead role. Other popular actors featured as the main characters in the film are Biswajit Chakraborty, Moumita Chakraborty, and Rajatava
Dutta.The trailer and the film's songs are released in a city café in front of the cast and crew, and many famous singers such as Armaan Mallik, Palak Mucchal, Rayan Roy, Debanjali B Joshi, and Sirsshhaa Rakshit have lent their voices to three songs in the film.2 Bhobishyoter BhootBhobishyoter Bhoot is a well-known
Bengali comedy film whose plot is based on a satirical base. The film was released on February 15, 2019, and directed by Anik Dutta.The same director has made a previous Bengali film of the same name, Bhooter Bhabishyat. However, we would like to inform you that these two films have no connection and
Bhobishyoter Bhoot is not a sequel to Bhooter Bhabishyat.The film stars Paran Banerjee, Swastika Mukherjee, Sabyasachi Chakraborty, Barun Chanda, and Moon Moon Sen in roles A few days after the film's release, the film faced some controversy. However, it gained considerable popularity with time and somehow
made it into the list of top Bengali comedy films.3. Baccha ShoshurBaccha Shoshur is a very famous Indian Bengali comedy and released in 2019. Biswarup Biswas directed the film, and Pavel wrote it. The film stars Aman Mehra, Jeet, Chiranjit Chakraborty, and Koushani Mukherjee in lead roles. The first poster of the
film was released on the twitter accounts of Jeet and Surinder Films respectively on Christmas Eve, December 24, 2018.Prior to the film's release, pavel was expected to direct the film, but after that, it was cleared that Biswarup Biswas directed the film. Pavel only writes scripts and dialogue films.4. Hoichoi
UnlimitedHoichoi Unlimited is another Indian Bengali comedy film directed by the very famous Aniket Chattopadhyay. The film was released on October 12, 2018. Dev Adhikari and Gurupada Adhikari produced the film. Hoichoi Unlimited stars Dev, Kharaj Mukherjee, Saswata Chatterjee, and Rajatabha Dutta in lead
roles. The film's early scenes were shot in the joy city of Kolkata and then the entire cast moved to Uzbekistan.Apart from Bengali, the film was released in other languages, also including Hindi, Arabic, English, and several other international languages. In addition, the film was released in Tajikistan, Russia, Uzbekistan,
Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Ukraine, including India as well.5. Abar Basanta BilapAbar Basanta Bilap is a Bengali comedy and romantic film released in 2018. Ipsita Roy Sarkar and Rajesh Dutta co-directed the film, and Mahua Datta and Indrajit Roy Sarkar co-produced it. Abar Basanta Bilap stars Paran
Bandopadhyay, Kharaj Mukherjee, Moon Moon Sen, Bihu Mukherjee, and Mir Afsar Ali in the lead roles. Throughout the movie, you'll see the tail end of 3 love stories and all three love stories running simultaneously throughout the movie. The film became a blockbuster in the Bengali film industry.6. ChaalbaazChaalbaaz
is another outstanding Indian Bengali comedy film released in 2018. The film was directed by Joydip Mukherjee while, Ashok Dhanuka produced it, and Himanshu Dhanuka together. The film stars Shakib Khan, Subhashree Ganguly, Ashish Vidyarthi, and Rajatabha Dutta in lead roles. Chaalbazz is a remake of one of
telugu's most popular films, Subramanyam for Sale which was released on 2015.In India, Chaalbaaz was released on April 20, 2018 where it was released on April 27, 2018 in Bangladesh. The film received a lot of positive reviews after its release, and also topped the box office in its first week of release.7. Ka Kha Ga
GhaHow is this possible if we talk about bengali industry's top comedy films and don't mention Ka Kha Ga Gha? Ka Kha Ga Gha is a very famous Bengali comedy film released in 2018.Dr Krishnendu Chatterjee directed the film, and Dr Krishna Mukhopadhyay produced it under the Krishna Movies banner. The film stars
Paran Bandopadhyay, Kaushik Ganguly, Mir Afsar Ali, and Aparajita Auddy in lead roles. Movie many songs are amazing for the Bengali music industry and all the songs of the film are composed by the very famous, Anindya Chatterjee. Moreover, Anindya Chatterjee also wrote the lyrics of all the songs of this film.8.
Dekh Kemon LageDekh Kemon Lage is also a famous Bengali romantic comedy film released in 2017. The film was directed by Abhijeet Guha and Sudeshna Roy together, and Shyam Sunder Dey produced it. The film stars Soham Chakraborty, Subhasree Ganguly, and Avik Chongdar in lead roles while Mir Afsar Ali,
Avik Chongdar, Roopsha Dasguupta Ray, Sujan Neel Mukherjee, Rupsha Chakraborty in supporting characters. The film has many amazing soundtracks, and Jeet Gannguli composed all the songs of the film. The lyrics of the film's songs were written by Chandrani Ganguli and King Chanda together. ConclusionSo
these are some of the most popular Bengali comedy films of all time. We try our best to come in front of you with some of the most famous Bengali Comedy Movies that will help you to keep your mood happy. All you need to do is choose one of them and start enjoying watching it with your friends and family. If you expect
a movie with a serious storyline like any other, you'll be disappointed. In 'Basanta Bilap' you can see Soumitra in the highest comic role. The iconic actor locks horns with the gorgeous Aparna Sen in this classic comedy. Plus, brilliant acting by her Co-star Anup Kumar, Chinmay Roy helps Soumitra to explet her flexibility.
See the full story here11 of the most unforgettable performances by Soumitra Chatterjee If you expect a movie with a serious storyline like any other, you'll be disappointed. In 'Basanta Bilap' you can see Soumitra in the highest comic role. The iconic actor locks horns with the gorgeous Aparna Sen in this classic comedy.
Plus, brilliant acting by her Co-star Anup Kumar, Chinmay Roy helps Soumitra to explet her flexibility. See the full story here11 of the most unforgettable performance by Soumitra Chatterjee Edit Basanta Bilap (1973) Learn more Edit The film consists mainly of clashes between four boys and several dormitory girls
namely 'Basanta Bilap'. Both sides use funny tricks on each other but obviously the three boys from the group fall in love with three Basanta Bilap girls and the story continues. Eventually leads a group of boys 'Shyam' falls in love with the leader of the girls' group 'Anuradha', and the story ends. Written by Debopriyo
Nandi Plot Summary | Add Parent Guide Synopsis: Add content advisor for parents » User Review Director : DINEN GUPTA Cast : APARNA SEN,SOUMITRA CHATTERJEE,ROBI GHOSH, SUMITRA MUKHERJEE,ANUP KUMAR &amp; OTHERS. Directed by Dinen Gupta, released in 1973, 'Basanta Bilap' is one of
the with several famous actors - Soumitra Chattopadhyay, Anup Kumar, Robi Ghosh, Chinmoy Ray, Tarun Kumar, Aparna Sen, Kajal Gupta, Sumitra Mukherjee, Kanika Majumdar and many others. This is one of the best comedy in the perfect sense of the moment. The story relates to a group of boys, who were best
friends and just close to their home was the hostel where four women were employed. The two parties are first at loggerheads with each other. They use funny jokes with each other. All these jokes make up the whole movie, making viewers laugh their hearts out !!! The scenes are very funny and the characters played by
comedy masters Anup Kumar and Chinmoy Roy make it more entertaining!! The twist in the story occurs when men and women fall in love with each other!! Everyone in the group started to meet hiding the others. There are some misconceptions between Aparna Sen and Soumitra Chatterjee who also like each other but
do not express their feelings because of their egos. But in the end the problem was sorted. Out.
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